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Alexei Vanyashin <a@cyreal.org>

Re: [googlefonts-discuss] Re: Ysabeau Cyrillic Review 

Alexei Vanyashin <a@cyreal.org> Wed, Jan 26, 2022 at 10:
To: googlefonts-discuss <googlefonts-discuss@googlegroups.com>

Hi Chirstian, 

On Mon, Jan 24, 2022 at 3:54 AM Christian Thalmann <christian.d.thalmann@gmail.com> wrote: 
Hi Alexei,
 
cool, let's definitely aim to wrap in March, then.

I would suggest focusing on the basic Google Cyrillic set only. 
My schedule is very tight at the start of the year. 

Could you send me a PDF page with 'Words', 'Caps', and 'Lettering' tabs from
this site next time? That would speed up my reviews.

For the к ж I suggest keeping the joining with the middle stem closer to the center like so: 

How do these changes work for you? New commit up.
 
Cheers, Christian

 
On Thursday, January 20, 2022 at 10:07:11 AM UTC+1 a...@cyreal.org wrote: 

On Thu, Jan 20, 2022 at 1:28 AM Christian Thalmann <christian....@gmail.com> wrote: 
Hi Alexei,  
 
Ysabeau was scheduled for the January upload to Google Fonts, but I suppose the Cyrillic is not ready yet for a first release.

 
Yes, it's better to postpone the Cyrillic release in January. 
 

Do you think we can finish the review by March in time for the next upload opportunity?
 
I think this is possible .
 

Otherwise, another option would be to release Ysabeau without Cyrillics and adding them in the next update.
 
Cheers, Christian 
 
On Wednesday, January 19, 2022 at 12:18:24 AM UTC+1 Christian Thalmann wrote: 

Hi Alexei,
 
thanks, I'll look into it!
 
Is your suggested design for /zhe/ really asymmetric in that it's /c/-shaped on the left and /k/-shaped on the right?

 
You mean something like this — that's a script solution. 
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I meant an asymmetric approach
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cheers, Christian 
 
On Tuesday, January 18, 2022 at 4:57:01 PM UTC+1 a...@cyreal.org wrote: 

Christian, 
 
Here is the review. 
 
I will be available for a thorough next review in mid-February, after I sort out a project. 
But can answer any smaller issues now. 
 
 
On Friday, December 31, 2021 at 12:19:24 PM UTC+3 Alexei Vanyashin wrote: 

пн, 27 дек. 2021 г., 00:10 Christian Thalmann <christian....@gmail.com>: 
Hi Alexei,  
 
shall we continue reviewing the Cyrillic of Ysabeau? We haven't touched the Italics yet, and they're ready for review (no Italic Heavy master yet, though).  

 
 
Hi Christian,
 
 
Okay, thank you for the update. I have scheduled this on Jan 15ish after the great Russian winter holidays of 1-10 January.
 
 
Season's greetings,
Alexei.
 
 
 

 
Cheers, Christian 
 
On Sunday, August 22, 2021 at 12:00:47 AM UTC+2 Christian Thalmann wrote: 

Like this?

--  
You received this message because you are subscribed to a topic in the Google Groups "Google Fonts Discussions" group. 
To unsubscribe from this topic, visit https://groups.google.com/d/topic/googlefonts-discuss/9qV84-y1fqQ/unsubscribe. 
To unsubscribe from this group and all its topics, send an email to googlefonts-dis...@googlegroups.com. 
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/googlefonts-discuss/7fe69864-c5f4-4142-abac-198ee8b79a51n%40googlegroups.com. 

--  
You received this message because you are subscribed to a topic in the Google Groups "Google Fonts Discussions" group. 
To unsubscribe from this topic, visit https://groups.google.com/d/topic/googlefonts-discuss/9qV84-y1fqQ/unsubscribe. 
To unsubscribe from this group and all its topics, send an email to googlefonts-dis...@googlegroups.com. 
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/googlefonts-discuss/217cd56a-cdb4-4560-a196-19678bb99d57n%40googlegroups.com. 

--  
You received this message because you are subscribed to a topic in the Google Groups "Google Fonts Discussions" group. 
To unsubscribe from this topic, visit https://groups.google.com/d/topic/googlefonts-discuss/9qV84-y1fqQ/unsubscribe. 
To unsubscribe from this group and all its topics, send an email to googlefonts-discuss+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/googlefonts-discuss/246936fe-fdbc-4903-9d7e-5a4fe29db7d6n%40googlegroups.com. 
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